
Optimizing FaaS Performance by Merging TLB
Entries across Processes

Context

The modern cloud has introduced various new service paradigms such as Functions-as-
a-Service (FaaS). In FaaS deployments, each function is hosted under its own isolated
environment, often a language runtime process (Node.js, Python, etc.) running in a
Linux container or virtual machine. Consequently, such a deployment will contain
thousands of separate processes running the same binary. Such a high-density de-
ployment causes various issues on the hosting environment: slow startup times [1];
communication inefficiencies [2]; security concerns [3]; etc.
Each function runtime process is given its own page tables for translating its virtual

addresses to physical addresses. As a result, processes’ translations will not be shared
even when running the same program binary. Yet, modern runtimes are large programs
containing lots of code and data. For example, Node v16 is a single binary 80 MB in size.
As a consequence, duplicating translations puts pressure on the CPU’s TLB, responsible
for caching page table translations. Increased TLB miss rates has a damaging effect
when switching between runtime processes, leading to poor performance and hosting
density [4].

Project description

In this project, we aim to improve the performance of FaaS processes by sharing TLB
entries across multiple processes. To elaborate, we plan to utilize the global bit of x86
page tables, where address translations marked with this bit will stay resident in TLB
no matter the process [5]. By making sure that all processes of a binary use the same
(global) mappings, we reduce that binary’s code and data TLB footprint to a constant
figure regardless of the number of runtime processes.
The main objectives of this project are as following:

• Implement a mechanism for managing global memory mappings of some binaries;

• Implement facilities for loading binaries and starting processes using these global
memory mappings;

• Implement protection of mappings and binary contents shared across processes;

• Study the performance impact of address translation overhead with increasing
function density, with and without our system.
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